Abstract. The main results are the local representation theorems associating the local weak «-Taylor series expansion of a function defined on a Banach space to a local n-Taylor series expansion of the coefficients. These theorems are used to prove a converse of Taylor's theorem which uses weaker hyptohesis than used by others. Another useful application of the above results is done in [2] to study a class of functions called «-convex functions.
1. Introduction. The first main result (Theorem 3.2) states that if a function / defined on a Banach space has a weak «-Taylor series expansion (see definition in §2) throughout an open set and if the nth order coefficient is continuous at one point, then the coefficients have strong Taylor series expansion (see definition in §2) about every point near to that point. The proof of this theorem uses a sort of mean value theorem (Theorem 3.1). A particular case of Theorem 3.1 is proved by McLeod [11] and Dieudonné [5] . Theorem 3.3 generalizes Theorem 3.2 in the sense that the nth order coefficient has a strong m-Taylor series expansion about a point instead of being continuous at that point. A useful application of Theorem 3.2 is done by the author [2] to study the question of existence of higher differentials of n-convex functions which contain a class of functions called subconvex functions.
The second main result (Theorem 4.1) states that under the situation of Theorem 3.2 if the coefficients are bounded then the coefficients of the weak Taylor series are in fact iterated Fréchet differentials. This is a converse of Taylor's theorem which uses weaker hypothesis than used by Nashed [12] and Abraham and Robin [1] . In fact it does not use the superfluous condition of continuity of lower order coefficients which is used by Abraham and Robin.
2. Preliminaries. In this section we first give the meanings of differentiability of functions on Banach spaces, weak and strong Taylor series expansion and the notion of discrete difference together with its properties.
Let 
. . , L(E, F))) which define the higher Fréchet differential. Because of natural isometry we may regard L(E, L(E, F)) as equivalent to L2(E, F) the space of bounded bilinear transformations from E2 -» F and in general /(n): A -» Ln(E, F), Ln(E, F) the space of bounded multilinear transformation from E" -> F. In fact the correspondence is even simpler to translate for Fréchet differential because/(,l)x is symmetric [5, p. 178] . Some properties of Fréchet differential may be found in [5] . /: A -» F is said to have strong differential at x if there is a bounded linear transformation fx E L(E, F) with the property that /x, -fx0 = (/'x)(x, -Xq) + (x, -x0) • r(xx, x0), where lim( ^_,-.(tX)r(xI, x0)->0. The strong differential is defined and used in [9] .
We say /: A -» F has a weak n- Taylor where lim^r^, t)/t" = 0.
If the limit is uniform for vectors u, \\u\\ < 1, then (2.1) is a strong n-Taylor series expansion about v.
Let g0: E -> F be constant valued function and gk: Ek -> F be &-linear (possibly unbounded) operators for 1 < k < n, where Ek is the fc-fold cartesian product of E. The operator P: E -» F given by P
where gk(x) = gk(x, x,. .., x) is induced by gk, is called a polynomial of degree < ai. In case of E = R, letyk = gk(l) and then putp(r) = 2*_o<'* "JV Let /: [a, b] -* F and / = (/", /"..., /") be a sequence of distinct numbers from [a, b\. A discrete difference [A,/](f0, ;"..., tn) is the coefficient of t" in the unique polynomial of degree < ai such that P(t¡)=f(tf) for / = 0, 1,..., Ai. Thus
Discrete differences are evidently the extension to vector valued functions of divided differences of numerical analysis [7] . The discrete differences associated with /: [a, b]-+ F satisfy a convex property : namely, for /"</</" with /, ^ tj for / ¥= j and / ^ /" i = 1,2, 3.n,
This can easily be proved by using the fact that Px and P2 are polymonials of degree < n such that Px coincides / at /0, /,,...,/" and P2 coincides / at /,, t2, . . . , tn, t. Then there is a polynomial given by
which coincides with/at /", /,, t2, . . . , /", /. Consequently
and similarly
The expressions (2.5) and (2.6) give (2.4).
Let a: E" -> F be an n-linear symmetric operator.
II«II<1 IH<1 This inequality was first proved by Taylor [13] , and Kopec and Musiclak [8] proved that is is the best possible inequality.
3. Local representation theorems. In this section we will prove a sort of mean value theorem before we prove the main theorems. Proof. Let n(/) = fiy + tu) -^""(z*/k\)iPkiy))uk, so that we are concerned with proving that /i(l) is in the closure of C. We note by the hypothesis of weak Ai-Taylor series expansion (3.1) lim/iíO/í"-1 = 0.
For any positive number 8 < l/n, let Qs be the polynomial of degree < ai -1 with coefficients in F that coincides with aj at the points 0, 8, 2 ■ 8, . . ., (n -1) • 8. Using Lagrange's formula [7] , It is sufficient to prove that [A"/i](i0, ?,,..., r") is in the closure of C, provided 0 < t0 < /, < • • ■ < tn < 1 and each r^. is rational. Suppose t0 < t < tn and t is different from any of the tk, then by using a similar expression as (2.4) the convex property of the discrete differences, [ Suppose the rational numbers tk are of the form pk/q. If they are not equally spaced, the integers pk have gaps. If / = p/q is chosen to fill one of the gaps, then each of the sequences (t, tx, t2,. . ., tn) and (i0, tx, .. ., tn_x, t) (properly ordered) has at least one less gap and we may substitute one of these sequences for t. This process may be repeated until we come to the sequence r1 = (f1, . . ., t\) with í¿+, -tlk = 1/a such that [A"/i]í' is farther than e from C. The process may be repeated with q replaced by 2 • a, 22 • a, .. ., and we obtain a sequence / = {/""} of finite sequences such that for each m, [A"A]/m is farther than e from C. tkm+x -t¡? = l/2m_1-a, i0m increases and /""" decreases as m increases, both approaching tothe same limit /. Now h has the same Aith discrete difference as h where h(t) = f(y + tu), since the Aith order discrete difference of a polynomial of degree < ai -1 are 0. By the weak Taylor series expansion of / at y + tu, HO -2 Ut -t)k/k\ ) • (Pk(y + t'u))uk + Fit, u), and rit, «)/(/ -t)n ->0 as / -» t. Then limm_00[AIIr' ]tm = 0, because of Lagrange's formula [7] , the equal spacing of tm and the order of magnitude of r. Then where the remainder rkis, u) has the property that for every e > 0, there exist a 8 > 0 such that whenever \\y -x|| < 8/2, \s\ < 8/4 and \\u\\ < 1, then \\rkis,u)\\<e-\s\"-k.
In particular, Pk has a strong in -k)-Taylor series expansion about x.
Proof. For any scalar s and vector^, u, and v we define a polynomial iPiy, u, v, s))t = ¿ i\/k\ ) ■ iPkiy + su))istv)k
Both sums on the right are the approximations to fiy + su + stv) corresponding to the expansions about y + su and about y. 
0<T<1
[P"(y + su + rstv)(stv)" -(P"(y + su))(stv)"} ± {Pn(y + r(su + stv))(su + stv)" -(Pn(y))(su + stv)"}j.
We conclude that for a given e, > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that whenever \\y -x\\ < 8/2 and |j| < 8/4, then \\P(y, u, v,s)t\\ < c, • |s|", uniformly for ||w|| < 1, \\v\\ < 1 and 0 < r < 1, because of continuity of P" at x. Then a similar conclusion is true for the coefficients of tk,0 < k < n, which is (,*/*! ) • (Pk(y + su))vk -¿ {kl ){ln _ k)l ■ (V • {Pjy)(uJ-kvk)}, so that using (2.7),
.., ai, whenever ||(>a -Jfc)|| < 8/2 and | j| < 8/4, where A is a constant depending only on ai. and that (0"(x)) = 0.
Thus Pk has a strong (n + m -k) Taylor series expansion as asserted.
4. Converse of Taylor's theorem. The converse of Taylor's theorem is not true without further conditions. A converse to the W. H. Yong form which characterises nth order Fréchet differentiability at a point is given by M. Z. Nashed [12] who imposes conditions on the remainder R"ix, u) that it be (n -1) times Fréchet differentiable with respect to u in a deleted neighbourhood of 0) and that ]imu^0iR^\u))/\\u\\"-J = 0, j = 0, 1, 2,. .., n -l.The converse which characterises n-Fréchet differentiability on a region is given by Abraham and Robin [1] who impose conditions on the remainder, together with the continuity of all the coefficients of Taylor's expansion (see the theorem below). This theorem was proved in one-dimensional case by Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [10] and for mappings R" -» R by Glasser [6] .
Theorem (Abraham and Robin
We obtain a converse of Taylor's theorem as a consequence of Theorem 3.2 which holds with very weak hypothesis namely a weak n-Taylor series expansion about every point of a neighbourhood of x together with the continuity of Pn: A -> Ln(E, F) at x and boundedness of P0(x), Px(x), . . ., Pn(x) as multilinear functions (we do not assume that (Pk(y)) are bounded k < n and y =?= x; this is a conclusion). . Then if we use (3.3) to estimate Pk(y + su), all but two terms may be transposed to the right to go with the remainder. In the case k « n -1, it is necessary to have the number in the description rn_x approach 0, and the same proof is valid at x only.
Remark. In fact a careful observation shows that P"(x) is a strong differential of P"_x at x. P"_x is uniformly continuous in a neighbourhood of x and all differentials Pk as described are strong differentials.
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